SEND THEM OFF WITH A SMILE!
LUNCHBOX NOTE PRINTABLES

It’s almost time to send the kids back to school. Whether yours are super excited or a little bit nervous, you can let them know you’re thinking of them with these sweet (and sometimes silly!) notes of encouragement from one of their favorite EI friends, Sneaky Snacky Squirrel! Perfect for stashing in little lunchboxes and backpacks, sticking to bedroom doors and bathroom mirrors, or sliding into pockets as you say goodbye!

WHO WAS THE SQUIRREL LATE FOR SCHOOL?
TRAFFIC WAS NUTS!

YOU’RE MY KIND OF NUTTY!

THANK YOU FOR BEING YOU!

I’M JUST NUTS ABOUT YOU!
KEEP ON CLIMBING!

STAND TALL TODAY!

I’M ROOTING FOR YOU!
I BELIEVE IN YOU!

YOU’VE GOT THIS!

TO: ____________________________________________
LOVE: ____________________________________________

TO: ____________________________________________
LOVE: ____________________________________________

TO: ____________________________________________
LOVE: ____________________________________________

TO: ____________________________________________
LOVE: ____________________________________________

TO: ____________________________________________
LOVE: ____________________________________________

TO: ____________________________________________
LOVE: ____________________________________________

TO: ____________________________________________
LOVE: ____________________________________________